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ABSTRACT
A peer data sharing system consists of peers where a database in
a peer is designed and administered autonomously. Acquaintances
between peers are used to share data among peers. These acquain-
tances are established thorough data sharing constraints. Data be-
tween peers may be inconsistent with respect to constraints due
to the change of constraints (e.g. adding, modifying, and deleting
constraints between peers) and data updates in individual peer. One
possible solution to resolve inconsistencies is to modify data phys-
ically in inconsistent peers through update propagation. This strat-
egy is not practical since peers are autonomous and a peer may
not have permission to modify other peers’ data. Considering the
possible inconsistent situations, this paper discusses a semantics
and a technique for obtaining consistent answers. Consistent an-
swers are obtained at query time by avoiding the inconsistent data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a P2P data sharing system [1, 2], one peer acts as a source
(data provider) and may act as a target (data receiver). The
role depends on how the peer is related with other peers. The
peers are related through schema mappings in the form of tuple-
generating dependencies [3]. The mappings are equivalent to so-
called global-local-as-view or GLAV mappings [4]. The ultimate
goal of mappings is to share data with other peers that satisfy
the mappings. Contrary to the traditional data integration set-
tings [4, 5, 6] where a global mediated schema is required for
data exchange, in a P2P data sharing, semantic relationships that
exist between peers are exploited for sharing data.
Typical data integration [4] and data exchange systems [1, 2, 7]
deal with one world, for example, a set of sources all contain-
ing information about videos or music files. Therefore, views or
schema mappings are used for data integration or data exchange
between data sources. Views are queries that map and restruc-
ture data between schemas. In value-mapped data sharing sys-
tems [8, 9, 10], sources may represent different worlds with dif-
ferent schemas and data vocabularies, and the real world entities
denoted by different symbols in different sources may be seman-
tically related [11]. A possible solution for creating semantic re-
lationships is to create a domain relation [9] through value corre-
spondences [12] between sources. The value-level mappings es-
tablished through value correspondences map the data elements
of one peer domain to the data elements of another peer domain.

Hyperion[8, 10] is the first peer data sharing system developed
using the value-level mappings between peers. The mappings are
created using the semantics of mapping tables [12]. Mapping ta-
bles map related data values, logically tuples, that reside in dif-
ferent peers. Mapping tables also bridge the differences of data
vocabularies as well as impose data sharing constraints between
peers. For query answering, a query is posed to a peer’s instance
and is applied to the peer’s local database instance. After that
the query is propagated to all other related peers for retrieving
related data. Authors in [13, 14] proposed a query translation
mechanism between peers in a value-mapped peer data sharing
system. However, the consistent query answering is not focused.
Data and mappings are updated in peers in course of time which
may make the data in related peers inconsistent w.r.t the new data
and mappings, although, data in peers are consistent w.r.t their
local integrity constraints. Considering these inconsistent situ-
ations, authors in [15] presented a semantics of query answer-
ing that characterizes what are the intended and correct answers
to a query posed to and answered by a value-mapped peer data
sharing system. This paper is an extension of our previous [15]
work where we investigated a consistent query answering mech-
anism and presented a semantics of obtaining consistent answers
in a value-mapped peer data sharing system. This paper presents
a technique to obtain consistent answers. To obtain consistent
query answering we adopt a technique introduced by Arenas et
al. [16]. In the previous work, we extended the semantics to be
used in a peer data sharing system that is characterized by defin-
ing a set of virtual global instances called solutions for a peer
where a query originates. A solution for a peer is an intended
global instance that respects the mappings with its acquainted
peers. After having a definition of the intended solutions for a
peer, the consistent answers to a query in a peer are those that
are certain [17] in every possible solution.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the set-
tings of value-mapped peer data sharing system. Section 3 ex-
plains the semantics of consistent answering of queries. Section
4 shows the process of computing consistent answers, and Sec-
tion 5 discusses related work. Finally, the paper concludes with
some future directions.

2. VALUE-MAPPED PEER DATA SHARING
SYSTEM

In a data sharing system (DSS), there exits a source schema S
and an independent target schema T. In a value-mapped data
sharing system, mapping tables are used to map data between
peers. Each tuple t in a mapping table, m(x, y), is a mapping
that indicates for some value of x, the corresponding value of y
that should be populated in the target. Intuitively, a tuple (x, y)
in m(X,Y ) indicates a mapping that the value x ∈ dom(X)
is associated with the value y ∈ dom(Y ). Formally, a mapping
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patid name testname result
101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml

(a) relation R1 at P1

ohip pname test result
123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
298GA Kelly hemoglobin 9.87 c/mcl
256GA John whitebloodcount 8.37 c/mcl

(b) relation R2 at P2

patid ohip
101 123NE
(c) Mapping table mt1

testname test
hemoglobin C05187

(d) Mapping table mt2

Fig. 1. Relations at P1 and P2 and mapping tables

over a set of attributes U of X ∪ Y , alternatively called a tuple t,
in a mapping table represents that for each attribute A ∈ U , t[A]
is either a constant in dom(A), a variable in V or an expres-
sion of the form v − S, where v ∈ V and S is a finite subset of
dom(A) [12]. The relationship between the source and the tar-
get is called data sharing constraint, Σij , that specifies how and
what data in the peer Pi can be transformed to an instance over
the peer Pj schema for sharing. The constraint uses the map-
ping table to determine the corresponding values which should
be produced in the target instance.
A data sharing constraint Σij between two peers Pi and Pj in a
value-mapped peer data sharing system is a set of mapping that
define the schema mS

i,j and data-level mappings mD
i,j between

peers. The construction of constraint Σij forms an acquaintance
(i, j) between Pi and Pj . Therefore, the mappings in a constraint
is a pair < mS

i,j ,m
D
i,j >, where:

- mS
i,j is a GLAV mapping of the form

∀~x(∃~yϕ(~x, ~y) s(~x))

where ϕ(~x, ~y) is a conjunctive query over the peer schema of
a peer Pj and s(~x) is the kth external source of Pi.

- MT=mD
i,j={mt1,mt2, . . . ,mtq} is a set of mapping tables

or data-level mappings. MT denotes the set of mapping
tables used to map data of Pi to data of Pj .
Combination of Schema-level and data-level mappings can
be represented with the mapping assertion as follows:

∀~x(∃~yϕ(~x, ~y)
MT
 s(~x))

Note that a tuple in a mapping table may contain constants
or variables. The variables are used to increase expressiveness
power of mapping tables. Given the presence of variables in map-
pings, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a valuation. A
valuation ρ over a mapping tablemt is a function that maps each
constant value in mt to itself and each variable v of mt to the
value in the intersection of the domains of the attributes where v
appears [12]. Furthermore, if v appears in an expression of the
form v−S, then ρ(v) /∈ S. In general, if there are multiple map-
ping tables M = {mt1,mt2, · · · ,mtk} then the tables can be
combined into a single mapping table using the ∧-operator [12].
Therefore, valuation ρ on MT can be applied and is represented
as ρ(mt1,mt2, · · · ,mtk).

DEFINITION 1 VALUATION. [12] A valuation ρ over a map-
ping table mt is a function that maps each constant value in mt
to itself and each variable v ofmt to the value in the intersection
of the domains of the attributes where v appears. Furthermore,
if v appears in an expression of the form v − S, then ρ(v) /∈ S.

Since a mapping table mt from X to Y associates values from
dom(X) to dom(Y ), the set of Y−values with which a partic-
ular value x ∈ dom(X) is associated can be determined by the

101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml
(a) Answer from P1

123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
298GA Kelly hemoglobin 9.87 c/mcl

(b) Answer from P2

Fig. 2. Answers to the query q1

following definition.

DEFINITION 2 Y−VALUES. Let mt be a mapping table
from X to Y. Y−values, denoted as Ymt(x), with which a
particular value x ∈ dom(X) is associated as follows:
Ymt(x) = {y|∃t ∈ mt and there exists valuation ρ over mt
such that ρ(t[X]) = x and ρ(t[Y ]) = y}

The intuition behind this association of tuples is that a tuple
t1 ∈ r1 such that t1[X] = x is associated with respect to the
mapping table mt(X,Y ), only the tuples t2 ∈ r2 for which
t2[Y ] ∈ Ym(x). Therefore, the mapping table mt can be con-
sidered as a condition to filter relation r12 that is subset of r12

contains only the tuples thatmt associates the tuples of relations
r1 and r2.
A mapping (x, y) in mt indicates that a tuple t ∈ ri such that
t[X] = x is associated with a tuple t′ ∈ rj such that t′[Y ] = y.
Considering the existence of mapping tables between peers, the
definition of the data sharing constraints between peers is defined
as follows.

EXAMPLE 1. Consider Figure 1 where two peers P1 and P2

with relational schemas R1(patid, name, testname, result),
R2(ohip, pname, test, result). Assume that P1 is connected
to peer P2 by the data sharing constraint Σ12 which includes
schema-level mapping
mS

2,1 = ∀xyzw(R2(x, y, z, w) R1(x, y, z, w)) and
data-level mappings mD

2,1 = {mt1,mt2}.
The first mapping table expresses that a tuple t′ in R2 is re-
lated to a particular tuple t in R1 w.r.t mt1 such that t[X ′] ∈
πX ′(rho(mt1)) and t′[X] ∈ Ymt1(t[X ′]). Figure 1 shows that
patient with ohip=’123NE’ at P2 is related to the patient with
patid=’101’ at P1 w.r.t mt1.

3. CONSISTENT QUERY ANSWERING
A query in a peer data sharing system retrieves answers from
the peer where the query is initiated and form peer’s acquain-
tees. The consistent answers from acquaintees depends on the
data sharing constraints. In the following the notion of consis-
tent query answering is explained.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider a query q1 at peer P1 below:
”select patid, name, testname, result from R1 where testname =
C05187”
In usual case, the answers from P1 and P2 to the query q1 is
shown in Figure 2. The answer is not consistent w.r.t mapping ta-
bles {mt1,mt2} since the second tuple in the answer of P2 does
not satisfy mt1. That is the patient with ohip value ”298GA” in
the answer at P2 is not mapped to any patient at P1 although
the tuple satisfies the second mapping table mt2. The expected
consistent answer to the query is shown in Figure 3.

Authors in [16] shows a technique to obtain consistent answers
using repair semantics in inconsistent data databases during data
integration. The formal definition of repair of a databaseD is the
following.
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101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml
(a) Answer from P1

123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
(b) Answer from P2

Fig. 3. Consistent answers for the query q1

DEFINITION 3 REPAIR [16]. Let D be a database with in-
tegrity constraints IC. A database D′ is a repair of D with re-
spect to IC if:

—D′ � IC, and
—there is no repair database D′′ such that D′′ � IC

and 4(D,D′′) ⊂ 4(D,D′), where 4(D,D′) =
(D−D′)∪ (D′−D) is the symmetric differences (also called
distance) between two databases D and D′.

This repair concept is originally developed in the area of con-
sistent query answering in an inconsistent database. The repair
based on data sharing constraint can produce multiple solutions.

DEFINITION 4 CONSISTENT ANSWERS [16]. Let D be
database and IC be a set of integrity constraints. Let q be a
query over D. A tuple t is a consistent answer to q w.r.t IC if t
is an answer to query q in every repair D′ of D w.r.t IC.

In a peer data sharing system, the repair of data at Pi with the
data of its acquaintee Pj creates a solution instance, called peer
solution, that satisfies the data sharing constraint between Pi and
Pj . Authors in [15] proposed the semantics of consistent answers
in peer data sharing systems. However, no mechanism is pro-
posed to find consistent answers. This paper shows a technique
how to achieve consistent answers using query translation. The
semantics of consistent query answering is briefly describe be-
low.

DEFINITION 5 PEER SOLUTION. Let P be a data sharing
system. Consider a peer Pi in P with a database Di, and D′ is
a database instance on schema

⋃
Pj∈N (Pi)

Rj . N (Pi) is the set
of acquaintees of Pi. Let D′′ is a repair on database instance
Di ∪ D′ w.r.t

⋃
Pj∈N (Pi)

Σij . D′′ is a peer solution for Pi if:
(a) D′′ �

⋃
Pj∈N (Pi)

Σij and (b) there is no instance D′′′ that
satisfies (a) and such that D′′′ ⊂ D′′.

DEFINITION 6 CONSISTENT ANSWER. Given a query q to
a peer Pi, a ground tuple t is in consistent answer iff t is an
answer to q in every possible peer solution r w.r.t Σij .

EXAMPLE 3. Considering the setting in Example 1 and the
query q1 in Example 2. There are two solutions using repairs
for making databases in P1 and P2 consistent w.r.t the mapping
tables mt1 and mt2. The solutions are shown in Figure 4 and 5.

It seems that in order to obtain consistent answers according to
the solution concept, the peers need to physically change data,
but this is not applicable in a peer to peer context. Actually, the
notion of solution is used as an auxiliary notion to characterize
the semantically correct answers from Pi’s point of view. Ideally,
Pi should be able to obtain consistent answers just by querying
the already available local instance and instances of acquaintees
which may be inconsistent w.r.t data sharing constraints. Given
the solutions, according to the semantics of consistent answers
the consistent answer is shown in Figure 6. The tuples exist in
both the solutions.

patid name testname result
101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml
102 Kelly C05187 9.87 c/mcl

(a) Updated relation R1 at P1

ohip pname test result
123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
298GA Kelly hemoglobin 9.87 c/mcl
256GA John whitebloodcount 8.37 c/mcl

(b) Instance at P2

patid ohip
101 123NE
102 298GA

(c) Updated Mapping table
mt1

testname test
hemoglobin C05187

(d) Mapping table mt2

Fig. 4. Solution 1

patid name testname result
101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml

(a) Instance at P1

ohip pname test result
123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
256GA John whitebloodcount 8.37 c/mcl

(b) Updated instance at P2

patid ohip
101 123NE
(c) Mapping table mt1

testname test
hemoglobin C05187

(d) Mapping table mt2

Fig. 5. Solution 2

101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml
(a) Answer from P1

123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
(b) Answer from P2

Fig. 6. Consistent answers for the query q1

There are mechanisms [7, 18, 19] for computing consistent
answers in peer data exchange settings which only consider
schema-level mappings that avoid or minimize the physical gen-
eration of repairs. This paper shows how to achieve consistent
answers of queries in a value-mapped data sharing system where
peers are related with value-level constraints. In particular, we
propose an approach such that, given a query q at a peer, translate
the query in such a way that returns answers which are consistent
w.r.t to the constraint.

4. COMPUTING CONSISTENT ANSWERS
We consider the gossiping mechanism for query execution [13].
When a query is posed to a peer it is executed in the local
database of the peer and is forwarded to the acquaintances of
the current peer. Whenever a peer gets a query forwarded by an-
other peer, it executes and forwards the query to it’s acquain-
tances causing in turn the further propagation of the query. This
process continues until all the reachable peers have been pro-
cessed or a fixed number of propagations of the initial query has
occurred.
We assume that each query is defined w.r.t. the schema of a single
peer (called initial peer). The initial peer executes the query in a
straight forward fashion and also propagates it to its acquainted
peers. At the time of propagation, the query is transformed to get
compatible with the peer schema of the acquaintance peer. The
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local execution of the query and it’s transformation and propa-
gation to other peers goes on parallel. The transformation of the
query is unfolding the definition of the external sources defined
in the peer mappings between two peers. Each peer in the prop-
agation path gets the answer from it’s descendant, merges the
answer with it’s own answer, and then back propagates to it’s an-
cestor. When an answer is back propagated to a peer, it is trans-
formed according to the peer schema of the recipient peer, so that
it can be merged with the answer of the local answer. Merging
two answers is done by simply taking the inner union of them.
Since the answers may need some semantic translation, instead
of directly returning them to the initial peer, they are returned
along the reverse way of query propagation.
There are two phases to return consistent answers to a query.
First is the query translation and query propagation phase and
second is the solution building phase. The query is translated in
such a way that the translated query returns consistent answers
from acquaintees. In the first phase, the initial peer executes the
query in a straight forward fashion and propagates the query to
its acquainted peers after translation w.r.t the vocabularies of the
acquainted peers. The query translation is required since users
submit queries w.r.t the schema of the local peer. In translation,
the query is defined into a compatible form for the schema and
data vocabularies of acquaintees. When an acquaintee receives
the query it also performs the same task, i.e., local execution,
translation, and propagation. The local execution of the query
and its translation and propagation to other peers goes on paral-
lel.
When a query is placed over the schema of a peer, the query has
to be translated according to the schema of the acquainted peer’s
schema. The translated query is then passed to the acquainted
peer to get the answer back to the peer where the query was orig-
inally posted. Tableaux representation [20] can help this query
translation process.

EXAMPLE 4. Consider the Example 1. The query q1 and the
data sharing constraint Σ21 are defined as follows:

q1 : πpatid,name,testname,result(σtestname=′C05187′(R1))
Σ21 : ∀xyzw(∃(ywR2(x′, y, z′, w) ∧ mt1(x′, x) ∧
mt2(z′, z)) R1(x, y, z, w))

The query q1, posted against the peer schema of P1, results in a
global query qP1

= {q1
1 , q

2
1} where:

q1
1 : πpatid,name,testname,result(σtestname=′C05187′(R1))
q2
1 : πohip,pname,test,result(σtest=′homoglobin′(R2 ./ mt1 ./ mt2))

The queries q1
1 , q2

1 are executed on the local instances of the
peers P1 and P2, respectively to produce the answers A1

1,1 and
A2

1,2 as follows:

101 Ley C05187 12.6 g/ml
(a) A1

1,1

123NE Ley hemoglobin 13.7 g/ml
(b) A2

1,2

Fig. 7. Local answers of q1
1 and q2

1

Notice that the answer is consistent with respect to the mappings.
Below, we show how query q2

1 is generated using tableaux.

4.1 Query Translation for consistent answer by
Tableaux

Figure 8 shows step by step how the query translation is done.
First, query q1 is represented to a tableaux Tq1 [20] as in Figure

q1 ≡ {x, y, z, p | ∀x, y, z, p(R1(x, y, z, ‘C05187′))}
(a) Query q1

patid name testname result
a3 b3 c3 d3

R1 a3 b3 c3 C05187
(b) Tableaux Tq1 for q1

ohip pname test result patid testname
R2 a1 b1 c1 d1

m1 a1 a2

m2 c1 c2
(c) Tableaux TΣ21

for LHS(Σ21)

ohip pname test result

R2 a1 b1 c1 d1

(d) Tableaux TΣ21 for RHS(Σ21)

ohip pname test result patid testname

R2 a1 b1 c1 d1

m1 a1 a2

m2 c1 c2
(e) Empty summary added to TΣ21

as query translation stage

ohip pname test result patid testname
a1 b1 c1 d1

R2 a1 b1 c1 d1

m1 a1 a2

m2 c1 C05187
(f) Final Tq21

after modifying Summary and Rows

q2
1 ≡ {x′, y′, z′, w′ | ∀x′, y′, z′, w′(R2(x′, y′, z′, w′))∧

mt1(x′, x) ∧mt2(z′, ‘C05187′)}

(g) Query q2
1 obtained from Tq21

q2
1 : πohip,pname,test,result(σtest=′C05187′ (R2,mt1,mt2))

(h) Final Query q2
1 to P2

Fig. 8. Query translation process of q1

8(b). The constraint Σ21 is converted to a TΣ21
as shown in Fig-

ure 8(c) and 8(d). Figure 8(e) depicts TΣ21
with an empty sum-

mary added to it. Each column of TΣ21
is compared to the cor-

responding column of TR1
and whenever an mismatch is found,

TΣ21
is changed accordingly. Summary of TΣ21

is also changed
according to the summary of Tq1 . Final Tq21

, after modifying
summary and rows, is shown in Figure 8(f). Tq21

is then con-
verted to the query q2

1 as shown in Figure 8(g).

4.2 Solution building phase
The solution building phase starts at terminate peers and ends at
initial peer. In the solution building phase, each peer in a query
propagation path receives consistent answers from it’s acquain-
tees where the query is propagated. After receiving consistent an-
swers from all acquaintees, a peer builds its solution, called peer
solution that satisfies the data sharing constraints of the peer’s
acquaintees.
After building the solution, consistent answers are produced and
the result is propagated to the peer that has forwarded the query.
This back propagation of consistent answers continues until the
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Algorithm QueryTranslation
Input: A query q and constraint Σij

from Pi to Pj with the mapping ∀~x(∃~yϕ(~x, ~y)
MT
 e(~x))

Output: A translated query q′ on Pj

begin
Tq ← ConvertQueryToTableau(q) [20]
TΣij

= Convert Σij to Tableau using
algorithm BLM2MAT [21]
LHS(TΣij

)= left part of TΣij

RHS(TΣij
)= right part of TΣij

Tq′ ← LHS(TΣij
)

Te ← LHS(TΣij
)

add an empty summary to Tq′

for each column C ∈ Tq.Columns do
temp=Te.Rows[R2][C]
for each row R ∈ Tq′ .Tags do

for each column Col ∈ Tq′ .Columns do
if Tq′ [R][Col] = temp then

if IsNotBlank(Tq[Summary][C]) then
if IsConstant(Tq[e][C]) then
Tq′ [R][Col]← Tq[e][C]
Tq′ [Summary][Col]← Tq[e][C]

else
Tq′ [Summary][Col]← temp

else
if IsConstant(Tq[e][C]) then
Tq′ [R][Col] = Tq[e][C]

else
Tq′ [R][Col] = FreshNonDistinguished()

q′ ← ConvertTableauToQuery(Tq′) [20]
return q′

end

Fig. 9. Algorithm for query translation

initial peer receives results from the acquaintees where the query
is initially forwarded. When the initial peer receives data from
the acquaintees it builds its own solution instances and returns
the consistent answers to the user who initiated the query.

5. RELATED WORK
Authors in [7, 19] presented a semantics for obtaining consis-
tent answers in peer data exchange systems. The semantics is
based repair [16] semantics that is proposed to obtain consistent
answers in inconsistent databases. The proposed work also goes
in this direction. This paper considers value-mapped peer data
sharing system where peers are related with schema-level and
data-level constraints. Authors in [13] proposed a query transla-
tion algorithm considering that the peers are related with value-
level constraints. However, the authors do not consider the case
of consistent query answering.
The systems [8, 22, 23], proposed query processing using ap-
propriate propagation techniques. However, obtaining consistent
answers to queries is missing in the presence of the situations
where peers may be inconsistent w.r.t mappings.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an approach for obtaining consistent an-
swers of queries in a value-mapped peer data sharing system.
Each peer in the system returns consistent answers at query time.
The inconsistency results when data in peers do not satisfy map-
pings in mapping tables or when mapping are changed. Mainly,
each peer translates a query in such a way that returns consis-

tent answers from the acquainted peers. The proposed system
assumes that peers are related with value-level constraints and
acquaintance graph is acyclic. However, our future goal is to an-
alyze the approach in the presence of cycles in mappings. More-
over, we like to implement and investigate our approach in a
large peer data sharing system.
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